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WINNERS
Members of the winning St Catherine Football and St James Netball (centre picture) teams pose to stay in the limelight after hard
fought victories in these competitions. Making the presentations is JTA President Howard Isaacs. Competitive sport as well as physical
activity for fun remain part of the programmes promoted by the JTA and its Parish Associations. See inside for more details including
Fun Day at Boscobel and victory in the Les Harris T20.

The Winning St. Catherine Team pose with their trophy while in the background, are JTA President Howard Isaacs (right) and JTA Secretary General, Byron Farquharson .
(2nd from right)

CHAMPIONS



The Jamaica Teachers’
Association (JTA) is
describing as a win-

win situation the negotiated
pension agreement that will
see a phased implementation
starting this year.
Although the compulsory
scheme becomes effective June

1 this year, the association is
reminding its members that
there will be no payment until
current salary negotiations for
2017-2019 are concluded and
new salaries are paid.

The second payment schedule
becomes effective in 2019

when teachers are again due for
a salary increase.
The critical elements of the
new House approved Pension
Plan are outlined in a document
by the JTA and carried in this
issue of the Clarion.
As the JTA Pensions outline
document states, once one

contributes to one’s pension,
the pension is guaranteed. It is
not only guaranteed, but there
is also a survivor benefit.
Currently, a teacher’s pension
dies with him or her.

Continued on page 3

Teachers to start contributing after salary increase

HONOURING THE FOUNDERS

Cyril Lebert (at centre) and Woodburn 'Woody' Miller prepare to cut the ribbon to the refurbished
monument on the JTA's Founders Day, April 3, 2017 at Mizpah in Manchester. A number of past Presidents
joined by current JTA President Howard Isaacs and his team look on.
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